Tribal Leaders Consultation Working Group
Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR)
December 7, 2021; 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. PT
In-Person and Virtual Meeting
I.
II.

Opening Prayer – Mr. Perry Martinez
• Remembrance and Moment of Silence – Anthony “Tony” Lewis Nertoli
Welcome and Opening Remarks
• Vice Chair Stella Kay, TLCWG Co-chair, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians
• Chairwoman Amber Torres, Walker River Paiute Tribe
• Stacy Dean, Deputy Under Secretary of USDA Food, Nutrition & Consumer Services
• Cindy Long, Administrator of USDA Food and Nutrition Service
• Heather Dawn Thompson (Cheyenne River Sioux), Director, Office of Tribal Relations

III.

Introductions – Welcome and Recognize Tribal Leaders and USDA Leadership
• Chairwoman Amber Torres
• Deputy Under Secretary Stacy Dean

IV.

Previous Business & Agenda-setting
• Acceptance of Meeting Minutes
• To ensure all attendees received a copy of the July 2021 and August 2021 consultation
meeting minutes, copies of both were provided.
• The July 2021 meeting minutes was requested to be placed on the February 2022
agenda for acceptance along with these meeting minutes. Meeting notes are posted on
USDA’s Office of Tribal Relations website:
https://www.usda.gov/tribalrelations/tribal-consultations
• Approval of Agenda

V.
VI.

Life Experience Presentation: A Tribal Youth Perspective
• Leah K. Mountain, NAFDPIR Youth Ambassador, Pueblo de San Ildefonso
History of Tribal Leaders Consultation Working Group
• Former Governor James Mountain, Pueblo de San Ildefonso

Summary of Agenda Topics Discussed
VII.

FDPIR Self-Determination Demonstration Project
• FNS and participating demonstration Tribes provided an update on the FDPIR selfdetermination demonstration project. A presentation was given by four out of the eight
participating Tribes on their projects: Menominee Nation, Oneida Nation, Chickasaw Nation
and Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians.
 During the presentations, Tribes shared the importance of this demonstration project and
highlighted how this project will improve access to culturally appropriate foods; allows
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VIII.

Tribes to exercise sovereignty and self-determination; supports tribal producers; help
address health disparities; and may save costs and reduce carbon footprint.
Tribes also shared the following initial lessons learned and recommendations
 Lessons Learned so far:
o The contract execution process took too long, in part because of establishing the
partnership with the Department of the Interior to support the demonstration project.
o Food codes for system compliance were required and needed lead time to be
available.
o Northern growing and harvest season impact due to contract timing.
o Producer growth tempered by demonstration project being viewed as a “pilot”.
o Prices reflect quality of food (extra costs).
o Joint application process was duplicative.
 Recommendations
o Shorten contract turnaround time.
o Make demonstration project permanent and part of base funding.
o Move from self-determination to self-governance with ability to decide unique needs
going beyond supplanting current food items.
o Use this demonstration project as a model for other federal agencies.
o Bring pilot Tribes together to develop a task force to improve program and implement
recommendations.
Tribes asked what future rounds of applications look like, when does FNS anticipate
announcing future rounds, how can FNS improve the process, and what challenges have been
shared. FNS shared that it has approximately $2M remaining in available funds to use
towards a second round of funding, which can be used for existing contract extensions, new
applications, and/or both. FNS also shared that additional funds were included in the FY22
President’s Budget request which could become available if included in final full-year
appropriations. FNS will be looking at how to streamline the application process and will be
scheduling regular meetings with existing demonstration Tribes to share their experiences and
receive their feedback to improve the process. The first meeting will be scheduled in January
2022.

Integrated Food Management System (IFMS) Updates

IFMS Work Group Update






As requested by Tribal leaders, FNS placed a temporary pause on the recruitment of
FDPIR programs transitioning from the legacy system, the Automated Inventory System
(AIS), to the Integrated Food Management System (IFMS). A work group was also
created to receive feedback and work together to identify issues and potential solutions.
Beginning October 27, 2021, the IFMS Stakeholder Work Group has been meeting
weekly to review issues and change requests from the FDPIR community. The Work
Group is comprised of 19 members, representing 17 ITOs in five regions (Midwest,
Mountain Plans, Northeast, Southwest, and Western).
During each meeting, a detail review is done collaboratively of issues raised and change
requests desired for IFMS functionality. A total of 32 change requests were discussed
and are currently under review internally concerning next steps (i.e., system
improvements, training, etc.).
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FNS is committed to fixing change requests identified in IFMS to ensure functionality of
the system. The IFMS Stakeholder Work Group raised these specific issues as priority:
o Issuance sheet and ability to print address and telephone number.
• FNS is working with its privacy office to determine options to meet this request,
including looking at printing two issuance receipts, one for the client (no PII) and
one for the program (with PII).
o Include and Calculate Cost per Unit of Foods
• FNS is working with its development team to determine a solution to include cost
per unit of foods. In the interim, FNS will continue to provide a list of all food
costs to programs via distribution through the Regional Offices.
o Reports/Printing
• FNS is working to add additional standard reports and the ability to print the
reports with fewer pages.
o Certification Module
• FNS is exploring the development of a certification module and moving up the
timeline for it to be available through IFMS.
o Bugs/User Issues
• FNS will continue to work with programs, the help desk, and development team to
address any known and/or new bugs identified moving forward.
o Continue this work group as an IFMS User Group
• FNS will further develop its relationships with IFMS users through a User Group
that will be able to provide direct feedback on change requests.

Individual Technology System Requests










Tribal leaders requested clarification on individual systems requests by ITOs to purchase
their own technology system.
FNS clarified that the use of Federal funds to license, develop, or purchase an application
to aid in the administration of FDPIR is an allowable expense under existing FDPIR
regulations. FNS shared that it currently needs to consider whether and how to allow
these types of expenses and would need to work together with Tribal leaders to think
through what implementation might look like, including issues such as: the availability of
funding to support system life cycle costs, procurement requirements, and how to ensure
alternative systems meet FDPIR requirements and generates valid and verifiable results.
FNS did not intend to previously imply that it is currently approving such expenses
without addressing these issues and reiterated its desire to work together with Tribes to
develop policy.
Aside from policy development, FNS shared that funding would also need to be
considered to determine if the existing administrative funding level can meet the demand
or if additional funding would be necessary. FNS suggested that looking at and reviewing
Chickasaw’s FDPIR system would be a great starting point.
Tribal leaders asked what is needed to move this request and policy development along.
FNS would like to take Tribal leaders initial policy suggestions to review further, meet
with FNS colleagues in SNAP and WIC who have done systems development and
approvals in their respective programs, and would like to schedule an initial meeting with
Tribal leaders specifically on this topic in the second half of January 2022.
o Tribal leaders and FNS had a further discussion on what is envisioned in terms of
funding, opportunities to use the tribal match, and/or using tribal monies versus
federal funds to support individual requests.
Tribal leaders asked for the per user cost of IFMS. FNS is currently looking at calculating
this cost and committed to letting Tribal leaders know what they can and cannot do in this
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regard by January 2022. FNS may also ask Tribal leaders to prioritize this request among
the others raised during consultation.
IX.

Promoting Parity Between FDPIR and SNAP
FDPIR 2019 Retail Value Update
• FNS is still awaiting the availability of the 2019 Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) dataset
that is used to calculate the 2019 FDPIR Retail Value. In order to meet the request for more
up-to-date information, FNS is completing an analysis of 2018 data, as it is the most current
dataset available at this time. FNS will provide an update on the data analysis during the
February consultation. The latest available analysis reflects 2017 food prices and food
packages and is as follows:
 2017 Average Retail Value of Monthly Benefit: $127.81 (FDPIR Offered)
 2017 Average Retail Value of Monthly Benefit: $125.47 (SNAP)
• FNS and Tribal leaders also discussed additional benefits provided under SNAP during the
pandemic that were not similarly available in FDPIR. The Tribes suggested Congressional
action either through the Farm Bill or appropriations to provide for comparable action to
occur in the future, such that any time benefits are adjusted in SNAP, they are similarly
adjusted in FDPIR to establish parity in the programs. FNS will also monitor participation in
FDPIR States that end SNAP emergency allotments (EA) to see if increases in FDPIR
participation begins to occur.
• In guidance about the transition and eventual end of SNAP COVID Emergency Allotments
issued on December 14, 2021, FNS reminded State agencies that notifications about the end
of EA must include Tribes since the end of EA could affect FDPIR participation.
• Tribal leaders expressed concern about not regaining previous FDPIR participants that moved
over to SNAP due to SNAP benefit increases provided as a result of the pandemic. Tribal
leaders also shared a concern of unemployment benefits being counted in FDPIR eligibility as
well as how some SNAP states have broad-based categorical eligibility (BBCE) where there
is no income test (net or gross); FDPIR eligibility does not require a resource test or a gross
income test, but national guidelines do require all participants to meet a net monthly income
test.
o Follow up clarification: State agencies can use BBCE to increase the gross income
test to up to 200% of the Federal poverty line (FPL) and raise or eliminate the
resource limit. There are some States whose BBCE programs do not have a net
income limit. However, households must have a net income low enough to qualify
for a SNAP benefit. If their income is too high or there are not enough deductions,
the household would be eligible for SNAP through BBCE, but would not be eligible
for a SNAP benefit (zero benefit household). In other words, all SNAP households
must have a net income below 100% FPL in order to receive SNAP benefits, even if
their State has BBCE. The exception is one and two person households who are
found eligible are entitled to the minimum benefit ($20).
SNAP: Custodial/Non-Custodial Parents
• Tribal leaders asked for an update on the issue raised at the last consultation regarding SNAP
household reporting requirements in situations in which a child receives SNAP when staying
with the non-custodial parent, but the custodial parent would like to enroll the child in
FDPIR.
• FNS provided clarification to State SNAP Agencies on this topic on November 23, 2021. The
SNAP State agency does not have to wait for the noncustodial parent to remove the child
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from the SNAP household to determine that the child is no longer a member of the SNAP
household. Whenever a State has information that is verified and the impact on the case is
clear, they must take action and adjust the SNAP case accordingly. FNS requests that Tribal
leaders providing specific examples of when this policy is not followed, so that FNS can
contact the State to ensure proper administration between the programs and ensure access to
nutrition assistance.
Tribal leaders also asked how dual participation between FDPIR and SNAP is tracked. Tribal
leaders requested access to SNAP State eligibility systems to check for dual participation,
noting that this may require a legislative fix.
During the discussion, Tribal leaders brought up a WIC/FDPIR issue where WIC state
agencies were not considering FDPIR as a qualifying program for adjunct eligibility for WIC
income determination. FNS will be following up on this issue.

SNAP-Ed Consultation
• Tribal leaders shared how SNAP State agencies have access to nutrition education funding
through the SNAP-Ed plan, but FDPIR Indian Tribal Organizations (ITOs) are ineligible to
receive this funding directly as implementing agencies. Tribal leaders are interested in
making this change to allow for FDPIR ITOs to be eligible to the funding. Tribal leaders
shared the importance of SNAP-Ed consultations with Tribes given the high degree of health
disparities on Indian reservations, yet SNAP-Ed dollars are not adequately funneling to Tribal
areas.
• FNS provided the following update on State SNAP-Ed consultations:
 States must actively engage in Tribal consultations with Tribal Leadership or their
designees, as required by SNAP regulations at 7 CFR 272.2(b) and 272.2(e)(7).
 The consultations must pertain to the unique needs of the members of Tribes.
 FNS also expects States to consider the needs of Tribal populations in conducting their
needs assessments for SNAP-Ed and to consult and coordinate with State and local
operators of FDPIR.
 FNS encourages States to ensure they make every effort to include a focus and devotion
of resources to Tribal nutrition education.
 States should seek out FDPIR programs to help foster relationships at the Tribal level
with SNAP-Ed, as well as local health departments and university extension programs to
help with onsite nutrition education implementation, especially organizations that may be
submitting proposals to the State to receive SNAP-Ed funding.
• FNS also shared that it recognizes the need to strengthen the consultation process. This need
extends to multiple areas of SNAP, not just SNAP-Ed, including SNAP Employment and
Training. Conversations have begun with the USDA Office of Tribal Relations (OTR) to
discuss training needs for States and plan to develop a webinar for States, including State
Commissioners. The webinar will focus on the importance of tribal consultation, the process
and requirements of tribal consultation and how to make tribal consultation meaningful and in
compliance with requirements. In addition to the training, FNS will work with OTR to
develop resources on consultation requirements and best practices for effective consultations.
• FNS Regional Administrator in attendance shared information about consultation efforts
within their region. Also, beginning this year, FNS Regional Administrators (or their proxy)
will attend consultations between States and Tribes about the SNAP State Plan of Operations.
This important step will improve the quantity and quality of Tribal consultations and
consistency in how needs and concerns of Tribal communities are addressed.
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Tribal leaders also noted that FDPIR programs are ideal for SNAP nutrition education
because they have direct access to community members and are known and trusted
providers.

X.

Food Package Review Committee Updates
• Tribal leaders provided a brief review of the FDPIR Food Package Review Work Group and
recent activities including the FDPIR CARES Act food package, which was made available
to all participating FDPIR ITOs and designed to provide extra USDA Foods to program
participants in response to the pandemic.
• Tribal representatives from the work group shared the positive meetings of collaboratively
working together and the importance of having the Agricultural Marketing Service at the
work group meeting. Representatives also discussed the fresh produce catalogs and not
always having access to all the foods listed in the catalogs.

XI.

Intertribal Agriculture Council - Native Foods Program
• Tribal representatives shared the opportunity to work with IAC on connecting with Tribal
producers and using their network. Specifically, in light of the USDA’s food sovereignty
initiative, and potential existing work being done under USDA’s Office of Tribal Relations
(OTR), there is an opportunity to expand that relationship to the Agricultural Marketing
Service (AMS).

XII.

Agriculture Marketing Service (AMS)
• AMS provided an update on recent traditional food purchases including walleye as a new
traditional food for FDPIR, which was sourced from a tribal vendor, the Red Cliff Fish
Company.
• AMS shared they are doing a full outreach effort this year to reach small and mid-size
vendors including tribal vendors to understand barriers such as policy requirements, food
safety requirements, or process. AMS is interested in partnering with IAC to help identify
vendors.
• AMS also shared it is establishing the Local Food Purchase Assistance Cooperative
Agreement Program (LFPA). The LFPA program is part of the “Build Back Better” initiative,
authorized by the American Rescue Plan. The purpose of this program is to maintain and
improve food and agricultural supply chain resiliency and the program will award up to $400
million through non-competitive cooperative agreements with state and tribal governments to
support local, regional, and socially disadvantaged farmers and ranchers through the purchase
of domestic local foods.
• An information webinar is being held on December 16, 2021.
• Tribal leaders asked what technical assistance is being provided to Tribes to help them
become USDA approved vendors especially assistance for small, local, Tribal vendors; how
is communication to tribal vendors being advertised and conducted because this is very new
to many tribal vendors; how will the cooperative agreements work; and will AMS being
taking over fresh produce from the Department of Defense (DOD) for FDPIR. AMS shared
that it does purchase some fresh produce under market support type programs, but not
typically for FDPIR because it purchases in full truck-load quantities for FDPIR. AMS shared
that taking over fresh produce from DOD would not be conducive due to the nature of how
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foods are purchased. AMS also understands some of the challenges to becoming a USDA
approved vendor and is working through those challenges. To help provide dedicated
support, AMS asks for interested vendors to reach out to them at NewVendor@usda.gov and
AMS staff will walk a new interested vendor through the process as well as provide
assistance.
XIII.

Additional items still under discussion, including but not limited to:
USDA employee positions working with tribal programs
• Tribal leaders shared appreciation for the FNS Tribal Affairs positions being filled and seek
clarity on what the expectation is from USDA on their roles. Tribal leaders commented on the
lack of experience on tribal issues, communities, and laws to better address tribal needs and
how this may be addressed through not only training, but in the creation of new positions.
These new positions should attract individuals with tribal experience and recommended for
resources from NAFDPIR, Food and Agriculture Initiative, Native American Agriculture
Fund, Intertribal Agriculture Council, and others to be used to get the word out and help find
qualified individuals.
• Tribal leaders are asking for USDA to go back and take a look at previously developed
position descriptions.
• FNS shared it has 5 staff dedicated to Tribal Affairs which include one at the national office,
and four regional staff at each of the larger FNS Regions: Western, Southwest, Midwest and
Mountain Plains.
• In additional, the President’s budget request for FY22 included additional funds to add
approximately 8 new staff members to support FDPIR and enhance tribal affairs in areas of
nutrition education, food purchasing, tribal relations and capacity building, for example, at
both the national and regional offices.

FDPIR Study of Underserved Populations [agenda item not covered but information provided
here for Tribal leader review]
• The FY20 Congressional Appropriations included a directive for USDA “to conduct a study
on the challenges that the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations, and other food
distribution programs administered by the Secretary, face in reaching underserved
populations.” Congress specified that an emphasis should be placed on homebound and
elderly populations to capture data on the group of people unable to travel to a distribution
location.
• FNS awarded a contract to Ken Consulting in FY21 to conduct a brief, targeted survey of
Indian Tribal Organizations (ITOs) and State agencies administering FDPIR. The goal of the
survey is to understand existing strategies used to reach underserved populations and to
document any challenges that may limit this type of activity in current program operations.
• The contractor is developing outreach materials to inform ITOs and State agencies about the
study and its intended purpose, which will include an informational webinar for ITOs. FNS
and the contractor plan to conduct a pre-test of the survey with nine ITOs and field the survey
to all ITOs and States administering FDPIR in 2022.
• A report of the findings will be submitted to Congress upon completion of the study.
XIV.

Scheduling Future Consultations
• February 16, 2022 during week of NCAI Winter Session
• June/July 2022 during the NAFDPIR Annual Conference
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December 2022 during the Intertribal Agriculture Conference

Follow-Up Items:
1. Continue to schedule monthly NAFDPIR Board meetings with FNS staff.
2. Re-share meeting notes for July 2021 and August 2021 consultation meetings.
3. Share “Food Insufficiency Among Indigenous People” report.
4. Share SNAP email on household reporting.
5. Provide follow-up on individual system request – policy and guidelines.
6. Provide follow-up on per user cost of IFMS.
7. Provide follow-up on 2018 and 2019 FDPIR Retail Value timeline.
ENCLOSURES:
•
•
•

“Food Insufficiency Among Indigenous People” report.
SNAP email on household reporting.
List of Attendees (below)

USDA and Tribal Consulting Officials
Name

Title

Tribe/USDA

Stella Kay

Vice-Chair and CoChair

Amber Torres

Chairwoman

Stacy Dean

Deputy Under
Secretary
Administrator

Little Traverse Bay
Bands of Odawa
Indians
Walker River
Paiute Tribe
FNCS

Cindy Long

FNS

Tribal Leaders, Representatives and Other Attendees
December 7, 2021 – Zoom Registration List
Note: Registration was done via a virtual service which only captures the identifying information below.

Participant Name (as entered)
12027165722
13037253122
15052591804
15055526604
17039849696
AC Sanchez
Amber Torres
Barbara Lopez
Becca McNeil (Becca)
Becky Chandler
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Cheyenne
Cheyenne Robinson
Claire Brown
Connie Martinez
Dave Tuckwiller
David Scrase
Diane Kriviski
Eric Meredith
Erica Antonson
Farrah Buff
Heather Dawn Thompson
James R. Mountain
Janell Conway
Jeffrey Harris
Jennifer McLeod
Jimmy Nguyen
Joe Van Alstine
John.Enggren
Judy Parker
Julie Noreene Bautista
Kathleen Staley
Katie Clifford
Kelli Case
Kendal Chavez
Kiley Larson
Laura Castro
Laura Griffin
Mary Greene Trottier
Michael Ladd
Monika Lacka
P Siow
Rachael Collins
Rachel Schoenian
Sam Hunley
Shenique Bridge
Stacy Dean
Tracy Fox
Tungwenuk (Gregory Nothstine)
Vice Chair Stella Kay
Young, Kathy
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